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Photodiode array spectrometers are increasingly being coupled to flow analysis and separation techniques. Computer programs are needed to control the data acquisition from each photodiode and to handle the data. The Microsoft Visual Basic programming language is used along with a DLL library and dynamic data exchange (DDE) to allow communication with the MATLAB computational environment.

1. Introduction

Photodiode array spectrophotometers are increasingly being used in analytical chemistry because they contain no moving parts and a full spectrum can be obtained in a few milliseconds [1], making possible their application with techniques such as high performance liquid chromatography [2] and flow injection analysis [3]. Commercial instruments have been used frequently although home-made prototypes are also described in the literature [4].
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In our work, a photodiode array spectrophotometer was mounted for use in flow injection analysis systems, using a monochromator in conjunction with a silicon photodiode array detector placed on the focal plane. For this implementation it was necessary to develop a computer program to control the data acquisition for each photodiode and to handle the data from the FIA manifold.

The computer program was developed in Visual Basic version 3.0, a programming language for the Windows environment that has been widely accepted by chemists [5,6]. Actually, Visual Basic does not support intrinsic functions capable of writing a byte into a specific microcomputer output device address, or of reading a byte from a microcomputer input device address. These functions are necessary to control the data acquisition, and to overcome this serious Visual Basic limitation a DLL library called INPOUT.DLL written in Assembler was employed. This library is available as public domain software in the Internet sites that offer Windows applications (for example, the Indiana University Windows repository site: ftp.cica.indiana.edu).

An important characteristic of Visual Basic is related to the multi-tasking operating environment of Windows. If Visual Basic and another application are running at the same time, automatic data exchange between programs is possible using dynamic data exchange (DDE). By using this fea-
ture it is possible to improve the Visual Basic programs, using other Windows applications that also support DDE. The new versions of the Matlab for Windows (version 4.2 or later) support the DDE conversation, making it possible to implement in the Visual Basic program many facilities supported by Matlab.

Matlab is a technical computing environment for high-performance numeric computation and data visualization, and its use has become popular in analytical chemistry, chemometrics, and process control research [8–10]. Matlab integrates numerical analysis, matrix computation, signal processing and graphics in an easy-to-use environment that allows the user to do many matrix computations employing language commands that look very much like standard linear algebraic notation.

In the program developed, Visual Basic routines control the data acquisition and uses DDE to send data to Matlab for calculations and graphical visualization.

2. DDE conversation

Two Windows applications that support DDE can communicate by establishing a **DDE conversation**. The application that initiates the conversation is normally called the **client**, and the application that responds to the client is called the **server**. When a client application initiates a DDE conversation it must identify two DDE parameters: the name of the application it intends to have a conversation with, and the subject of the conversation, called the **topic**. During a DDE conversation, the client and server applications exchange data concerning **items**. An item is a piece of data actually being transferred during the DDE conversation.

The DDE application is performed by a Visual Basic program acting as client and Matlab as a server. Because Matlab acts as a server it is necessary to specify the service name, topic and item in the Visual Basic program. The service name must be 'matlab', and the topic could be 'System' or...

![Fig. 1. Surface of a flow-injection system experiment generated in Matlab and transferred to a Visual Basic program via DDE.](image-url)
Table 1
Visual Basic listing code for sending data to a specific microcomputer I/O address and for reading an analogue voltage data

```
Declare Function Inp Lib "inpout.dll" (ByVal Port% As Integer) As Integer
Declare Sub Out Lib "inpout.dll" (ByVal Port%, ByVal Value%)

Sub DigOut (Data)
' Subroutine to send a digital data to heximal address 300
   Out&H303,80 ' all digital lines for output
   Out&H300,Data ' send data to a hexadecimal address 300
End Sub

Sub Analogin (Data)
' Subroutine to read an analogue voltage with 12 bits precision
   Out&H310, 8 ' sampling
   Out&H310, 0 ' holding
   Out&H30C, 0 ' start conversion
   For K%=1 to 10: next ' conversion time
   a%=Inp( and H30C)' most significant bytes
   b%=Inp( and H30D)' less significant bytes
   Value=((a%*16)+(b%/16))*10/4095 ' tension value in voltage
End Sub
```

Table 2
Visual Basic listing code of a DDE conversation to display a graphic generated by MATLAB

```
Sub Form_Graph1()
   Txtlnput.LinkMode=none ' disable DDE (initiate conversation)
   Txtlnput.LinkTopic="matlabrengine" ' service and topic name
   Txtlnput.LinkItem="EngEvalString" ' item will be string
   Txtlnput.LinkTimeout=1000 ' timeout
   Txtlnput.LinkExecute="sh0wspec" ' run function SHOWSPEC.M
   Txtlnput.LinkMode=none ' disable DDE
   PicOutput.LinkMode=none ' enable new DDE operation
   PicOutput.LinkTopic="matlabrengine" ' service and topic name
   PicOutput.LinkItem="EngFigureResult" ' item will be figure
   PicOutput.LinkTimeout=1000 ' timeout
   PicOutput.LinkRequest ' receive graphic generated in MATLAB
   PicOutput.LinkMode=none ' disable DDE
End Sub
```

'Engine'. The 'System' topic allows users to browse the list of topics and items provided by the server, such as the formats supported by the server and not used in the current program. The Matlab 'Engine' topic was used, and permits three operations that may be used in a DDE conversation. The operations include sending commands for Matlab evaluation, requesting data from Matlab, and sending data directly to Matlab.

For sending commands to Matlab for evaluation, the item name required must be ‘EngEvalString’, and the command must be in text format. Visual Basic requests data from Matlab using the DDE request operation. It is possible to request strings using the ‘EngStringResult’ item, or request a graphic using the ‘EngFigureResult’. The ‘EngFigure Result’ item can be used with text or Metafile picture formats. Visual Basic sends data to Matlab using the DDE poke operation. The ‘Engine’ topic supports DDE poke for updating or creating new matrices in the Matlab workspace. The item to be defined is the name of the matrix that will be sent. The matrix data can be in a text or XL Table format, a standard format of Microsoft Excel.

3. Home-made photodiode array spectrophotometer

An Oriel MultiSpec spectrograph with a crossed
Czern–Turner design that has been created specifically for photodiode array detectors, and the EG&G Reticon S-series photodiode array sensor with 1024 elements were used. The photodiode array sensor needs two electronic boards (RC 1000 and RC 1001) to provide all of the necessary digital signals and the video processing circuit to extract data. External ‘start’ and ‘clock’ digital inputs are provided at the edge connector of the motherboard (RC 1000) to allow control of the board operation by an external microcomputer. A ‘start’ pulse is necessary to initiate data acquisition, and 1024 clock pulses are sent to capture the output voltage values associated with each photodiode.

A Microquimica (SC-Brazil) interface board MQI 12PCC, containing a 12-bit analogue/digital converter and 24 digital programmable input/output communication lines was employed to provide external digital signals (‘start’ and ‘clock’ control signals) and for data acquisition. This interface board was plugged into an expansion slot of an IBM-PC type microcomputer, 486 DX/2, 66 MHz with 8 Mb RAM.

4. The program to control the photodiode array

The process for spectrum acquisition requires first the capture of data corresponding to the voltage values of photodiodes. Visual Basic routines were implemented to read each photodiode voltage value, and to provide ‘start’ and ‘clock’ pulses from the microcomputer to the satellite board of the diode array. Routines for sending digital data to a specific microcomputer I/O address and for reading analogue voltage data, using the INPOUT.DLL library, are presented in Table 1.

After data acquisition, DDE communication is performed in which the data generated by the photodiode readings in the Visual Basic routines are transferred to Matlab for display of the spectrum. In the DDE conversation Visual Basic orders Matlab to execute a function called ‘SHOWSPEC.M’. This function, stored in the Matlab workspace, loads the data generated by the photodiode readings and saved by Visual Basic in a microcomputer RAM drive. The graphic generated by Matlab (spectrum or surface) is transferred to Visual Basic, and a new window is opened to display it. Fig. 1 shows the window opened to display a surface obtained following the reaction of mixtures of NiII, CoII and CuII with PAR [4-(2-pyridylazo) resorcinol] in a pH gradient generated by an FIA system. Seventy spectra in the range 430–630 nm were acquired at time intervals of one second.

The Visual Basic program code that performed the described DDE application is shown in Table 2, in a sub-program denoted ‘Form_graph1’. The comments in each listed program line present all steps necessary to perform the DDE conversation. The program we describe is being updated for performing automatic multivariate calibration using the ‘Chemometrics Toolbox’ available in Matlab.
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